Advanced Placement Studio Art:
 Summer Assignments  Name ________________
on Amat web site “Summer Work” this sheet will be on it Due: First Day of school in August 2018
NO exceptions! NO EXCUSES! FIRM deadline! Don’t start the year out with a low grade.
2 lists: of likes and dislikes.
20 pts.
1 Repetition design
10 pts
1 Still-life (“self-portrait”) drawing
10 pts.
1 art bin (with all old supplies in it)
10 pts.
Paint palette- large low tray with lid
10 pts.
ART II Portfolio with work in it.
10 pts.
Museum report -typed or printed neatly e.c. (optional)
=70 points to begin the school year –do not start out with a 0!
1. Make 2 lists: of 25 “likes” and 25 “dislikes” (on any paper typed or printed neatly)
2. Repetition, Pattern, Pointillism, Hatching/Cross Hatching Create an abstract design with one of
these: leaf, flower, your hand, =MUST DRAW FROM OBSERVATION! any medium on Bristol
board
3. Do a Still-life Self-portrait (Photo Realism) this is a drawing with dry media. NOT A
COLLAGE. The objects in your drawing should “fool the eye.” (trompe-l’oeil)
The objects should look like they are popping out of the page! It is about Visual Texture which
helps you reflect upon yourself as a person and an artist.
*****This takes a long time to do and should be the best example of your DRAWING AND
SHADING skills.
Advanced s hading and light logic is required and expected!!!
Follow directions carefully: Use any pencil and charcoal pencil and prismacolors (no paint, or
markers)
This is a realistic drawing from observation! Start early in the summer.

Leave the items set up in your room and work, work, work. You may take a picture of it.
Develop the values, lines, tones; fill the page with values, shadows in the background or
wall literally everything you see. Stick to 6 items only!
Your “self-portrait” drawing must include these 6 objects: (arrange these items up in a still life)
▪ A photo of yourself, at any age, OR a reflection of YOU (distorted or clear)
▪ An actual realistically drawn texture of some type, (lace, burlap, leather, twig, wood grain, rope,
fabric, etc.)
▪ Something which casts a shadow in low relief like a pushpin, pencils, paintbrush, folded edge of
paper or fabric
▪ 1 Symbol of an interest, which can be 2-D or 3-D like sports letters, school stuff, CD, books, art
supplies, toy etc.
▪ Something that reflects light and has shadows (glass, plastic, shiny, mirror….)
▪ A symbol of your heritage-newspaper, food, flag, art, fabric, etc….
4. Bring an art box with a handle in good condition and paint palette large and flat with a lid is
required. Put all your supplies in it. You must have a bin to keep all supplies in.
5. ART II portfolio
EXTRA CREDIT (optional)
6. Museum, report: Glue or tape in sketchbook or paper: Ticket, brochure and/or pamphlet and
write up a “museum report”
(*see attached)
*There are museums and galleries ALL OVER THE WORLD! Some in southern CA:
a. J.P. Getty- 1200 Getty Center Drive Los Angeles
310-440-7360
b. Norton Simon Museum, -Colorado Blvd. Pasadena
626-449-6840
c. Huntington Library -1150 Oxley Rd., San Marino
626-405-2127
d. Los Angeles County Museum of Art -5905 Wilshire Blvd L.A. 323-857-6000
e. M.O.C.A. 250 S. Grand, Los Angeles, CA 90012
213-621-1712
Please feel free to communicate with me and email me a photo of your work in progress.
ANYTIME = E-mail me @ or rfortner@bishopamat.org Good Luck and have fun!

Name __________________________________________

Museum Report to:______________________ date __________
Art Criticism of about making judgments. It is about evaluation a work of art from any number of points of
view, or criteria. Art criticism is the result of careful, sensitive looking and thoughtful interpretation. It
is essential that you be able to understand why you hold a particular opinion about a piece of work. Phrases to use:
“I like it because…..” “It reminds me of…..” “it reveals the emotion…..” the painting exposes….” The artwork
represents……….” The complementary color scheme of blue and orange creates a visual tension in the trees..” “In
my opinion……” “I see…….” “I’m inspired by…..”
How were you inspired for your portfolio/art exhibit?)

On this handout write down the details of the field trip; (Attach a brochure and/ or
ticket ) date, who, where etc..
2. MUST consider these when writing about the artwork:
Expressionism, Symbolism, Allegory: tales, metaphor,Material/Medium used,
Composition, Techniques used and Elements and Principles:
(E=line, shape, color, texture, value ,space ,form) (P=balance(symmetry or asymmetry), unity, movement, rhythm,
pattern, emphasis, contrast)

Must have a sketch (NO photography) PLEASE type or print neatly!
Work #1 Title: ______________________________________________
Date: _____________________________ medium__________________
Subject Matter: ______________________________________________
Artist: _____________________________________________________
Country: ___________________________________________________
Sketch, Description and Analysis: Discuss and describe theme and 2 elements of art
and 2 principles of art.

Work #2 Title:_________________________________________________
Date: _____________________________ medium____________________
Subject matter: ________________________________________________
Artist: _______________________________________________________
Country: _____________________________________________________
Sketch, Description and Analysis: Discuss and describe theme and 2 elements of art
and 2 principles of art.

